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Prevent Catalytic Converter Theft

Catalytic converter theft happens in minutes. Verkada’s integrated cameras, alarms, and 24/7 professional 
monitoring solution protects your vehicles by detecting and responding to threats in real time.

The solution

Key benefits

Key features

Detect suspicious activity

Using advanced AI analytics, Verkada cameras can detect if a person appears on your  
property after hours. For more complete site coverage, third-party wired intrusion sensors - 
such as long range outdoor motion detectors - can be paired with nearby Verkada cameras 
via the Verkada Alarm Panel.

On our maintenance yard, we’d had 
at least five break-ins and catalytic 
converters stolen. After we added 
cameras and alarm monitoring, we 
were able to stop those thefts.

Jamie Lee Lewsadder
Associate Superintendent of  
Technology Services, La Cañada 
Unified School District

 • Built-in 24/7 professional monitoring with unlimited video verification
 • Seamlessly integrated cameras, video monitoring, and third-party wired intrusion sensors & signalling devices
 • Cloud-managed alarm panel with 32 inputs and 2 programmable outputs
 • Monitor alarm events from any mobile device, anywhere in the world
 • Optional cellular backup module in case of internet outage

Verify the threat

If an alarm event is triggered, either by a camera or intrusion sensor, the associated video 
clip will be sent to a professional monitoring agent for review. If there is a legitimate threat, 
the agent will raise an alarm. If there is no threat, the event will be dismissed to avoid a false 
alarm. Verification typically takes less than 30 seconds.

Respond in real time

If an alarm is raised, choose to automatically turn on signalling devices such as sirens, strobe 
lights, or speakers to deter the intruder. Monitoring agents can also dispatch police to stop  
a theft in progress.

10 year product 
warranty

Remote visibility 
and control

Easy multi–site 
management

Eliminate false 
alarms

Real-time  
intruder deterrence

10x cheaper  
than in-person  
security guard


